
1. Introduction
Hydroxylamine (HA) is an oxygenated derivative of

ammonia, represented by the chemical formula NH２OH. It
is an important reduction agent or antioxidant in the
chemical and pharmaceutical industries１）－５）. In the
semiconductor industry, HA solution is used in cleaning
formulations to strip process residues from integrated
circuit devices６）. In addition to these applications, HA is a
primary material of hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN), a next
generation rocket propellant oxidizer. HAN-based
propellants are promising candidates as alternatives to
toxic hydrazine-based propellants７）.
Unfortunately, hydroxylamine is a potentially hazardous

material８）, and there have been two well-known major
catastrophic explosions in the chemical industry involving
HA : Pennsylvania, U.S. 1999 and Gunma, Japan 19999）.
For the safe use of HA including HAN-based propellants, it
is important to understand the detailed reaction

mechanisms of HA compositions and to develop an
effective stabilizer for HA based on the knowledge of HA
reactivity.
There have been many calorimetric studies and

explosion hazard assessments for HA water solution10）－20）,
and some reasonable reaction mechanisms have been
developed21）－26）. Hydroxylamine free base decomposes at
high temperatures according to Equations. (1) and (2) in
the ratios of 5/7 and 2/7, respectively21）,22）.

3NH２OH→ N２+NH３+3H２O (1)
4NH２OH→ N２O+2NH３+3H２O (2)

The initial step of hydroxylamine decomposition was
proposed as the following23）.

2NH２OH→ NH３+HNO+H２O (3)
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as shown in the following equations24）.

NH２OH+HNO→ N２+2H２O (4)
2HNO→ N２O+H２O (5)

These reactions are exothermic with heats of reaction of
451.6 kJ mol－１ and 366.9 kJ mol－１, respectively25）, and
cause runaway reactions through hazardous explosions.
To prevent the hazardous runaway reaction of HA, the
initial decomposition and accumulation of HNO must be
inhibited based on knowledge of the reaction mechanisms.
To the best of our knowledge, the detailed initial
decomposition mechanisms, however, are still not
completely clear. Wang et al.26）reported that a transition
state could not be located for reaction (3), which implied
that this reaction may not be an elementary reaction.
Wang et al.26）,27）advocated that NH３O, an isomer of HA,
plays an important role in the initial decomposition, and
the reaction NH３O+H２O → NH３+H２O２ is a feasible reaction
in the initial decomposition pathway. They also calculated
the dissociation enthalpy of NH３O (NH３O → NH３+３O) to be
35 kcal mol－１ at the G2 level of theory27）. The dissociation
reaction, however, is a spin-forbidden reaction and does
not proceed directly.
In this study, to gain a better understanding of HA

reactivity, initial decomposition pathways of HA in the gas
phase were investigated on the basis of ab initio
calculations. This approach is helpful with regard to
determining the reactions that should be excluded from
the mechanism based on thermodynamic arguments.
There have been previous studies that have taken an ab
initio approach to studying the reactions of HA21）,25）－27）.
These, however, have not identified or developed
mechanisms of HA bimolecular reactions. After studies
based on ab initio computations, we modeled the kinetics
of HA initial decomposition, and investigated the reaction
process using detailed chemical reaction calculations.

2. Computational
The geometries of the reactants, products, and

transition states were optimized at the �B97XD/6-311++
G(d,p) level28） of theory using the Gaussian 09 program
package29）. Gordon et al. developed the �B97XD method,
which includes empirical dispersion forces and is believed
to be reliable when applied to systems with weak van der
Waals forces28）. Their group also reported that the �B97
XD method yields satisfactory accuracy for kinetics and
non-covalent interactions28）.
During computations, transition states (TSs) were

extensively searched for and, if found, an intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculation was conducted in order to

assign reactants and products to the TS.
The energies of corresponding molecules were

evaluated at the CBS-QB330）level of theory, since this is a
reasonable time-expense complete basis method. In this
study, geometries and frequencies were calculated at the
�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level, the optimized geometries
were fixed with no changes allowed and the energies were
calculated using the CBS-QB3 method. CBS-QB3 is
understood to represent cost-effective strategies for
obtaining chemically accurate thermochemical
calculations.
Transition state theory calculations were also

performed to obtain the rate coefficient by using the
Gaussian postprocessor (GPOP) program suite31）
developed by Miyoshi32）－34）. GPOP is a collection of tools
for the estimation of thermodynamics and rate coefficients
for gas-phase reactions.
We obtained thermodynamic data for some chemical

species that are not listed in existing databases35）,36）based
on the G4 level of theory37）. The structures and energies
were elaborated to obtain thermodynamic data using the
GPOP program suite31）.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Molecular structures and thermodynamic data
Figure 1 illustrates important chemical species in HA

decomposition mechanism. Table 1 lists data collection of
thermodynamic data for NH３O, NH２NH２O, and NH２(O)OH.
To conduct detailed chemical reaction simulation, these
data is essential. There, however, are no data such species
in published data base35）,36）.

3.2 Decomposition mechanisms of HA
Bimolecular reactions of HA in the gas phase were

identified and investigated.

NH２OH+NH２OH→ NH３+HNO+H２O (6)
NH２OH+NH２OH→ 2H２O+t-N２H２ (7)

Figure 2 shows potential energy profiles including the
optimized structures of transition states for the initial

Table１ Thermodynamic data of chemical species in HA decomposition mechanism. Quantum chemistry calculation results at the
G4 level of theory were elaborated to obtain thermodynamic data. unit system : H298 [kJ mol－１] S298 [J K－１ mol－１] CP
[J K－１mol－１]

Species H298 S298 Cp,298 Cp,300 Cp,400 Cp,500 Cp,600 Cp,800 Cp,1000 Cp,1500

NH3O 10.13 235.96 37.27 37.36 43.33 49.95 56.27 67.09 75.55 89.04
NH2NH2O 12.15 265.28 54.05 54.25 65.52 76.30 85.78 100.97 112.42 130.73
NH2(O)OH 12.67 269.01 54.22 54.38 63.11 71.43 78.69 90.14 98.66 112.29

Figure１ Chemical structures of reactants, products and
intermediates in HA decomposition as optimized at
the�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
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bimolecular reactions of HA. In the mechanism via TS1,
cleavage of the N-O bond in one HA triggers
decomposition and the NH２ dissociated from the HA
abstracts H from -OH in the other HA, temporarily
producing NH３ and NH２O. Subsequently, the other
dissociated OH abstracts H from NH２O, producing HNO
and H２O. The energy barrier height is calculated as 165 kJ
mol－１ at the CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory. Wang et al.26）reported transition states could not
be located for the reaction (6), which implied that this
reaction may not be an elementary one. This study,
however, revealed and identified one such transition state.
In the mechanism via TS2, decomposition also starts

from cleavage of the N-O bond of one HA. The NH２
dissociated from the HA binds NH２- in the other HA to
produce OH and NH２NH２OH temporarily. The dissociated
OH abstracts hydrogen from NH２- in the NH２NH２OH to
produce an intermediate complex of H２O and NHNH２-OH.
The energy barrier height is calculated as 220 kJ mol－１ at
the CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
Subsequently, NHNH２-OH decomposes to trans-diazene, t-
N２H２，through hydrogen transfer from NHNH２- to -OH.
The energy barrier height of 7 kJ mol－１ is considered to
be negligible compared with the former step.
Wang et al.26）,27）advocated that NH３O, an isomer of HA,

played an important role in the initial decomposition. In
this study, reactions relating to NH３O as shown in the
following were identified and investigated.

NH２OH+NH３O→ NH２(O)OH+NH３ (8)

Figure 3 shows potential energy profiles including
optimized structures of transition states for this reaction.
The reaction starts from cleavage of the N-O bond of
NH３O and the O binds NH２- in the other HA to yield NH３
and NH２(O)OH. NH２(O)OH decomposes to yield HNO and
H２O, as will be discussed later. The complete reaction is
represented by NH２OH+NH３O → HNO+NH３+H２O. The
energy barrier height is calculated to be 102 kJ mol－１ at
the CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
Due to the lower energy barrier compared with

bimolecular reactions of HA, this mechanism is a
preferable candidate for the decomposition of HA in the
presence of NH３O.
In this study, we also identified and investigated a

trimolecular reaction involving a third NH２OH, as shown
below.

NH２OH+NH２OH+NH２OH→ NH２NH２O+NH３O+H２O (12)

The schematic potential energy surface of these
reactions is shown in Figure 4. This trimolecular
mechanism has a lower energy barrier of 123 kJ mol－１
compared to the bimolecular reactions of 165 and 220 kJ
mol－１. In this mechanism, the third HA plays a hydrogen
transfer carrier role. After initial cleavage of the N-O bond
of one HA, NH２OH → NH２+OH, the hydrogen transfers
from -OH in the third HA to the dissociated OH to form
H２O and NH２O, and then the other dissociated NH２ binds
the second HA to form NH２NH２OH. NH２O originating from
the third HA subsequently abstracts hydrogen from -OH
in NH２NH２OH to yield NH３O and NH２NH２O, as shown in
TS5 in Figure 4. Finally, NH２NH２O, H２O, and NH３O are
produced. HA has a self-catalytic mechanism, because
NH３O can isomerize and reproduce NH２OH
exothermically. This isomerization mechanism is well
investigated on the basis of ab initio calculations in
References.26）,27）,38）,39）.
It was found that water molecules assist the

decomposition of HA, as shown in the following.

NH２OH+NH２OH+H２O→ NH２NH２O+2H２O (10)

In the present study, we identified and investigated ring
transition states, and the schematic potential energy
surface of these reactions is shown in Figure 5. After initial
cleavage of the N-O bond of HA, the H２O molecule acts as
a carrier for hydrogen transfer from OH in NH２NH２-OH to
dissociate OH, as shown in TS6 in Figure 5. Reactions in
which water molecules serve as hydrogen transfer agents
are common. Transition states proposed in the absence of
explicit solvent molecules typically involve highly strained
rings, since these are necessary to transfer the hydrogen
from one position in the molecule to another. The result is

Figure３ Potential energy profiles for the bimolecular
reaction NH２OH + NH３O → NH２(O)OH + NH３. The
energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//�
B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure２ Potential energy profiles for the bimolecular
reaction NH２OH + NH２OH → NH２O-OH + NH３. The
energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//�
B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
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usually a high energetic barrier to the reaction. The
inclusion of solvent molecules allows the ring structure to
be larger and less strained, reducing the transition state
energy compared to a small, cyclic transition state
structure. Here, one or more water molecules
simultaneously accept a hydrogen atom at a lone pair site
and give up one of the original hydrogen atoms to another
molecule.
NH２NH２O and NH２(O)OH are intermediates in the initial

HA decomposition discussed above. We identified and
investigated the decomposition of these intermediates, as
shown below.

NH２NH２O→ NH３+HNO (14)
NH２(O)OH→ H２O+HNO (15)

The schematic potential energy surface of these
reactions and optimized structures of transition states,
reactants, and products are shown in Figure 6. Here,
water molecules also assist in the intramolecular hydrogen
transfer of NH２NH２O and NH２(O)OH in a manner that
makes a ring structure and transfers a hydrogen, as in TS
9 and TS11. Although the unimolecular decompositions
have a relatively high energy barrier of 111 kJ mol－１ (NH２
NH２O) and 67 kJ mol－１ (NH２(O)OH), water-catalysis effects
decreased these to 82 kJ mol－１ (NH２NH２O) and 30 kJ

mol－１ (NH２(O)OH), respectively. NH３ also has a catalytic
role in the decomposition of NH２(O)OH and it decreases
the energy barrier height to 28 kJ mol－１.

3.3 Kinetic models of initial decomposition of
hydroxylamine

We modeled the kinetics of the HA initial decomposition
discussed above on the basis of transition state theory, and
listed them in Table 2. We constructed the YNU01model
in this study. A chemical kinetics mechanism for HA
decomposition has been developed by modifying the UT06
mechanism originally proposed by Daimon et al.40）. This
mechanism consists of 33 species and 239 reactions. Most
of the elementary reactions for N-H species and their rate

Figure４ Potential energy profiles for trimolecular reaction of HA. The energy profiles
were calculated at the CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure５ Potential energy profiles for water-catalyzed
reaction of HA. The energy profiles were calculated
at the CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.

Figure６ Potential energy profiles for decomposition of
intermediates NH２NH２O A) and NH２(O)OH B). The
energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3//�
B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
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coefficients in the mechanism are taken from Dean and
Bozzelli41）. The reaction NH２+OH ⇌ NH２OH is taken from
the NIST kinetics database42）. The subset of hydrogen
combustion is replaced by a recent mechanism43）, which is
appropriate for high-pressure conditions. Figure 7 depicts
the temperature dependence of the respective rate
coefficients listed in Table 2.

3.4 Detailed chemical reaction simulation
To gain a better understanding of the ignition process of

HA decomposition, the YNU01mechanism revealed an
ignition delay time of a NH２OH/H２O=9/1gas mixture at
���atm under adiabatic combustion (constant enthalpy
and pressure). We used the CHEMKIN-PRO program
suite44） for the calculation. There are some differences
between practical HA decomposition conditions and the
calculation condition presented in this paper. HA is usually
handled as an aqueous solution８）. HA crystals and
solutions are known to explosively decompose at

concentrations of higher than 80 wt.%16）. Practical HA
decomposition occurs in the condensed phase, but this
calculation can only be used to analyze a gas-phase
reaction. It must be noted that this difference may have a
significant influence on the analysis. However, we believe
that the calculation results for the gas-phase reaction can
provide some insight into the HA ignition process.
An example of temperature and species time profiles at

an initial temperature of�����οC is shown in Figure 8. An
abrupt rise in temperature at approximately 65 s in Figure
8 clearly indicates the ignition. It is noted that the
temperature gradually increases during the induction
period. Temporal profiles of major species and radicals are
also depicted in Figure 8. In the induction period, the
concentration of HNO, NH３and increases at first, and then
N２, NO, N２O, HONO and NO２ are produced. Production of
NH３and HNO is the result of reactions 1 in Table 2.
We illustrate the decomposition pathways as follows.

The bimolecular reaction of NH２OH occurs during the

Table２ Kinetics models for HA initial decomposition reactions.

No. Reaction
Energy changea

���

Rate coefficientb

������������
��

��
� �

TS Product �� � ����	

1 NH２OH+NH２OH⇌ HNO+NH３+H２O 165.2 -99.4 
�������� 3.71 19165

2 NH２OH+NH２OH⇌ t-N２H２+2H２O 220.4 -200.2 �������� 3.52 25551

3
NH２OH+NH２OH+H２O

⇌ NH２NH２O+2H２O
143.2 -33.1 ��
������ 5.99 14902

4
NH２OH+NH２OH+NH２OH

⇌ NH２NH２O+NH３O+H２O
122.7 69.0 ��������� 6.01 12607

5 NH２OH+NH３O⇌ NH３+NH２(O)OH 101.9 -99.8 ������� 3.53 11619

6 NH２NH２O⇌ HNO+NH３ 111.3 -66.3 
������ 1.45 12922

7 NH２NH２O+H２O⇌ HNO+NH３ 81.5 -66.3 �������
 4.52 7234

8 NH２(O)OH⇌ HNO+H２O 67.4 -101.6 �������� 0.94 7897

9 NH２(O)OH+H２O⇌ HNO+2H２O 30.2 -101.6 ��������� 4.15 1386

10 NH２(O)OH+NH３⇌ HNO+H２O+NH３ 29.0 -101.6 �������� 3.72 2134

11 NH２OH⇌ NH３O 205.7 102.0 �������� 2.24 22139
a unit system is kJ mol－１ b Unimolecular rate coefficients in s－１；bimolecular rate coefficients in cm３ mol－１ s－１；
trimolecular rate coefficients in cm６mol－２s－１.

Figure７ Rate coefficients for the HA decomposition reactions listed in Table 2. A) shows rate coefficients for the unimolecular
reaction, B) shows rate coefficients for the bimolecular reaction, C) shows rate coefficients for the trimolecular reaction.
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B) Concentrations of radicals and temperature changes

induction period. Figure 9 shows the absolute rate of NH２
OH production at time of 30 s calculated by reaction path
analysis in the CHEMKIN-PRO program suite43）. NH２OH
mainly decompose to HNO, NH３ and, H２O in the
bimolecular reaction. The HNO react with NH２OH to yield
N２ and H２O as in the equation NH２OH+HNO → N２+2H２O,
which then increase the temperature. HNO also
decomposes to N２O and H２O in the reaction HNO+HNO →
N２O+H２O with exothermic heat. As a result of increasing
in temperature, through subsequent chain growth
reactions, i.e., NH２OH+OH → H２O+NH２O ; NH２OH+OH →
H２O+NHOH ; NH２OH+NH２ → NH２O+NH３； and NH２OH+
NH２ → NHOH+NH３ and other chain initiation reactions,
HONO+M → OH+NO+M and HNO+M → H+NO+M,
activated radicals gradually accumulate in the system as
shown in Figure 8. After sufficient radical accumulation, a
thermal explosion is ignited and the temperature rises to
approximately 2400 οC. From results of reaction path

analysis, NH３O which is the isomer of NH２OH did not play
important role in decomposition of NH２OH in gas phase.

4. Conclusions
The initial decomposition pathway of HA in the gas

phase was investigated on the basis of ab initio
calculations. The calculations were performed at the�B97
XD/6-311++G(d,p) and CBS-QB3//�B97XD/6-311++G(d,
p) level of theories. Mechanisms for the bimolecular
reactions 2NH２OH → NH３+HNO+H２O, 2NH２OH → t-N２H２
+H２O, and NH２OH+NH３O → NH３+HNO+H２O were also
developed. Maximum energy barrier heights for each
reaction were calculated as 165 kJ mol－１, 220 kJ mol－１, and
102 kJ mol－１, respectively. The presence of water and a
third HA assisted the decomposition, 2NH２OH → NH３+
HNO+H２O, and decreased energy barrier heights, which
were calculated as 103 kJ mol－１ (third HA-catalyzed) and
127 kJ mol－１ (water-catalyzed), respectively. We modeled
these reactions of kinetics and developed the YNU01
model. Detailed chemical reaction simulations revealed
that the thermal explosion occurs after an induction
period. The bimolecular reaction, NH２OH+NH２OH → HNO
+NH３+H２O, starts the decomposition reaction, and then
the HNO attacks NH２OH to yield N２ and H２O with
exothermic heat during the induction period. The HNO
also exothermically decompose to N２O and H２O and the
temperature increases gradually. As a result of increasing
in temperature, through subsequent chain growth
reactions, i.e., NH２OH+NH２ → NH２O+NH３, and another
chain initiation reaction, HONO+M → OH+NO+M,
activated radicals gradually accumulate in the system.
After sufficient radical accumulation, a thermal explosion
is ignited and the temperature rises sharply.
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